
bring magic, exploration & adventure into your home
WITH THESE PLAYFUL WINDOW BLIND FABRIC DESIGNS ONLY FROM
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bring many incredible movies and 
compelling characters to our lives each 

year, so we’re thrilled to help bring 
them to life and into your home with our 

Louvolite window blinds.

DISNEY AND PIXAR



Louvolite is excited to be an official licensee of one of

the biggest brands in the world to bring you a range of 

dream come true designs for your home!

Baby’s first room can turn into a race track, a galaxy, 

or princess’s castle. Louvolite with The Walt Disney 

Company has launched an initial collection of 12 fabric 

designs that bring fantasy to the dreamers or action for 

the adventurers. No matter the age there’s a design for 

every step of their way, even for the big kid in you!

These window blinds, with their fantastic blackout 

properties, are great in bedrooms, family rooms and 

playrooms too - bringing a touch of magic to every 

corner of the home. 

For ultimate light control consider Louvolite’s blockout 

framing system which is designed to block out light 

and help you or your little one get a good nights sleep. 

Brilliant in summer when it’s bedtime!
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“I do not make films 
primarily for children. 

 I make them for 
the child in all of us, 
whether he be six or 

sixty.”

- Walt Disney
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USE THE

REMOTE CONTROL 
OPERATION

WAND CONTROL 
OPERATION

We all know that as children grow their curiosity does 

too, so all of our window blinds are designed with safety 

in mind, along with traditional cord tidy chain operation 

and spring return you can operate your blind at the 

touch of a button with our innovative motorisation. 

One Touch motorised blinds can be operated in two 

ways. The unique wand control operates a single blind 

while the sleek remote control option allows you to 

operate a number of blinds at the same time, from 

anywhere in your room! Timer remote control option 

available for extra convenience.

FORCE
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BE PART OFTHE STORY
As new films are released, we will also create and 

release new designs so that film fans can quickly and 

easily update their window blind with exciting looks 

from the movie of the moment.

With an ever expanding archive of designs featuring 

classic, loved characters like Mickey Mouse and Minnie 

Mouse to brand new Super Heroes and Heroines like 

Finn and Scarlet Witch, there’s sure to be a Disney, 

Star Wars™ or Marvel blind for everyone.

“Marvel is a cornucopia of fantasy, a wild idea, 
a swashbuckling attitude, an escape from the 

humdrum and prosaic. It’s a serendipitous feast 
for the mind, the eye, and the imagination, 
a literate celebration of unbridled creativity, 

coupled with a touch of rebellion and an insolent 
desire to spit in the eye of the dragon.”

- Stan Lee
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PURCHASE YOUR DISNEY, STAR WARS™ & MARVEL WINDOW BLINDS FROM YOUR ACCREDITED LOUVOLITE SUPPLIER


